
 

Beauty: 

           Beauty; as far the general concepts are concern, relates 

that adjective with the person bearing prominent blue eyes, 

underneath shadow of long lashes pretending to be guards. 

These eyes can disturb the confidence or can shake someone 

heart and also it may effect psychologically by pushing some in 

dark well of inferiority complex. Angle of thoughts rotates as 

the mind changes. Some relates beauty, Personality acquiring 

perfect, attractive and eyes catching body language 

(appearance).  Significance been given to individual, having 

tempting facial symmetry, broad face, high forehead, small nose, 

short and narrow jaw, high cheekbones, full lips,  smooth and 

nourish skin, and most considered as mentioned earlier wide 

skew eyes. No wonder these entire features acknowledge by 

man for judging, beauty of women. Aspects also been known to 

categories man from best to worse. 

“Ideal beauty” beauty is an entity that can be admired, 

astonishing statement that I ever read. Beauty can also be meant 

“Quality or aggregates of quality is person” as in Portuguese it 

can be called “Desculpe” thoughts.  John keats stated “A thing 



 

of beauty is a joy forever”. From many of you reading thinks 

these are the characteristics which define beauty to best and 

most appropriate level, may be some of you have that 

perception, may some of you have some other discipline to 

describe beauty, some may thoughts beauty is a spirit, 

loveliness, attraction toward someone just because you like 

his/her character, some may say it not about gender, not about 

appearance it’s about care, pleasure that exalts the mind or spirit, 

some may have its own schools of thoughts, some may say who, 

when, where and for what the word “Beauty” come into 

existence. But whatever you think and make perception, I have 

good news for that; all these speculations or logics are purely 

legitimate and true. Beauty the only content that I don’t think 

can ever be defined as its, Closing a sea in a coza.  

Beauty can be external and internal; but beauty will be admired 

as long as the world is established.   


